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1.

Purpose
This memorandum defines Public Private Partnerships (P3), identifies some of their key advantages
and disadvantages, and provides a discussion of potential use of P3 in support of Orleans Water
Quality and Wastewater Management program. P3 has the potential to save the Town substantial
amounts of money through the opportunity to partner with a private entity to construct, operate,
maintain, and/or finance wastewater treatment and effluent disposal, and septage management. The
opportunities for P3 in Orleans are primarily focused on potential sewering of the Downtown Area.

2.

Introduction
A.

Definition of Public Private Partnerships (P3), Key Participants and Respective Roles
Numerous sources define the term P3 as "a long-term contract between a private party and a
government entity, for providing a public asset or service, in which the private party bears
significant risk and management responsibility, and remuneration is linked to performance" (PPP
Knowledge Lab). A P3 may be desirable because of the potential to reduce costs through private
developer efficiencies and use of alternative procurement strategies to reduce contracting and
labor resource requirements. There are several key participants in a P3. These include the
public entity (Town of Orleans) as the owner; the private developer or the equity partner; a
financial advisor to develop financial model and/or possible payment structure; a legal advisor to
develop the legal agreement; and a technical advisor to provide technical review and guidance on
compliance requirements. Depending on the desires of the Town, the key participants may also
include a separate facility contract operator.
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Overview of Use/Function of P3 in Water Quality and Wastewater Planning; Reducing Cost
and Increasing Affordability
The primary use of P3 in water quality and wastewater planning is to introduce private equity and
management structure into the construction and operation of the wastewater infrastructure,
potentially reducing overall construction and operations costs, and thus the outlay of public
dollars and associated financial burden to ratepayers. Private equity in water quality and
wastewater programs has been demonstrated in many cases to reduce overall project costs due
to lower labor costs (i.e. avoiding need to comply with Davis Bacon Act), to reduce costs due to
more aggressive, professional management techniques (e.g. equipment inventory sharing) and to
produce an expedited overall implementation schedule.
In addition to cost reduction, P3 has the potential benefit of reducing risk to the public entity by
shifting some of the performance, construction, operation and compliance risks to the private
entity. All risks must be evaluated closely when considering a P3 to confirm suitability for a
particular application. The evaluation of risk is often done through having the key participants
complete a risk assessment to evaluate all aspects of the project, from pre-development through
construction and operations and monitoring. Allocation of final risk is then documented in a
contractual agreement between the owner and private entity.

C.

Design Build or Design Build Operate as Possible Procurement Option.
Design-Build (DB) is a form of project implementation in a P3. However, DB has been
successfully utilized on many water and wastewater projects in New England and nationally even
when these projects are not P3. In a DB, the Town would select and execute a single contract
with a single entity to both design and construct the desired facility. There are two types of
design-build project implementation being commonly used in water and wastewater projects.
These are progressive design build and fixed price design build.
In a progressive design build the procurement is conducted in two phases. In Phase 1 the Owner
develops a request for proposals and conducts a qualifications based selection (QBS) selection
of a design build firm based on qualifications, experience, and in some cases preliminary
engineering services. In Phase 2 the selected DB firm conducts engineering to approximately the
60% design level and provides the Owner with a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) to complete
the design and construct the project. If the GMP is accepted by the Owner, the DB firm
completes the design and construction of the project. The Owner also has the option of not
accepting the GMP and completing the project on a traditional basis if it deems this approach to
be in its best interest. Advantages of a progressive DB approach include all the typical
advantages of a design build project such as quicker implementation, single source responsibility,
and shifting of risks from the Owner to the design builder. Other advantages can include reduced
up front procurement costs for the Owner because significant bridging documents such as an
indicative design need not be produced by the Owner to implement a progressive design build.
In a fixed price design build procurement the Owner typically completes, with the services of a
technical advisor, a basis of design report and/or 25 to 30 percent preliminary design documents
of the facilities to be constructed, to provide a basis for soliciting DB proposals. The Town may
also go through a pre-qualification process to request and review bidder qualifications and
generate a short list of three but no more than five potential DB teams. The Owner’s technical
advisor may also serve as the Owner’s Representative for the procurement of the contractor, and
provide oversight during the remaining design and construction phases of the project.
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Design-build represents a complete integration of engineering design, procurement and
construction, and often results in expedited schedules due to the elimination of separate bidding
step and the ability to fast track the project, fewer change orders and claims, collaboration
between all the project parties, shifting of risk to the DB contractor, and provides early price
certainty for the Owner. A design build project can also contain an operations component. In a
design-build-operate (DBO) project, the DBO contractor would also operate the facility.
Because of the advantages described above design build is becoming a popular project
implementation method nationwide. AECOM’s experience with DB or DBO projects are they can
reduce capital costs by an average of 21 percent over traditional project delivery and may reduce
O&M costs by an average of 5 percent. DB also has potential to reduce the overall time for
project implementation by 6 to 12 months due to reduced procurement time and the ability to fast
track Depending on the size of the project, the design build phase (engineering, permitting, and
construction) can take between 24-30 months. When operations are included the typical length
for the operations contracts are between 10 and 20 years with potential for renewal at the
Owner’s discretion.
In Massachusetts alternative delivery projects are authorized in accordance with M.G.L. c 149A.
An application (see Appendix A) must be submitted to the Office of the Inspector General for
approval and issuance of a Notice to Proceed Letter before a community can proceed with
implementation of an alternative delivery project. For building construction contracts estimated to
cost $5MM or more, awarding authorities have the option of using Construction Management at
Risk (CM at risk) delivery method. For public works construction contracts estimated at $5MM or
more, awarding authorities have the option of using the design-build method (Designing and
Constructing Public Facilities, Office of Inspector General, 2014). According to the Inspector
General’s office, a design-build procurement method can only be used for horizontal public works
projects, and if a building containing a laboratory or restroom facilities is included, the CM at risk
method must be employed (Kolesar, Office of Inspector General, May 13, 2016). Thus for
wastewater management projects that include treatment facilities with laboratories and restroom
facilities, communities have obtained separate legislative approval to employ design-build or
design-build operate.
A Bill is currently before the House and Senate to allow the DB/ DBO procurement method for
buildings and facilities and associated collection and other infrastructure used for stormwater or
wastewater treatment and disposal (Massachusetts Bill No 1722, 1/6/15).
It is estimated that the time frame to obtain legislative approval, prepare a DB or DBO procurement
package and solicit for a DB contractor is between 12 to 18 months. To save time on the overall effort,
communities often proceed with development of the DB procurement package concurrently with the
legislative approval effort.
3.

Advantages and Disadvantages of P3
A.

P3s have the potential to be advantageous to the Town, but there are also potential
disadvantages that the Town should be aware of.
All the potential advantages and
disadvantages need to be fully vetted with the Town and its technical, legal and financial
representatives before any commitments are made. Table 3-1 provides a partial list of some of
the anticipated advantages and disadvantages as they relate to potential P3 for the Downtown
Water Quality and Wastewater Planning program. Specific advantages and disadvantages
depend on the form the P3 would take and the specific terms and conditions of the contractual
arrangement. The goal of the Town would be to eliminate or minimize risk through negotiated
contract terms and conditions.
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Table 3-1 – Summary of Key P3 Potential Advantage and Disadvantages
Potential Advantages

4.

Potential Disadvantages



Shared capital cost with private equity partner



Risk of developer default



Reduced program capital and/or operating
cost due to privatization incentives such as
bonus payments for expedited completion of
construction or increased performance
(measured against regulatory compliance
standards)



Operations risk (equipment not
maintained; performance standards
not met, etc.)



Identifying long-term value for money through
appropriate risk transfer to private sector over
life of project



Less control of project design after DB
contract (if DB is used as procurement
method) is executed



Introduces private sector innovation to
provide better and potentially more efficient
public services



Uncontrolled change orders, to extent
they are not controlled via the
negotiated contract



Expedited schedule



Unanticipated regulatory changes
imposing
additional
compliance
responsibilities



Ownership retention



Potential risk of rate increases due to
insurance premium hikes

Identification of Potential P3 Opportunities in Orleans
A.

Exploration of Possible P3 and DB Opportunities
The Consensus Plan calls for the provision of wastewater collection, treatment and disposal
facilities to serve the approximately 350 properties in the Downtown Area. The currently
proposed plan is for a collection system of gravity and low pressure sewers, a 250,000 gpd
treatment facility at Overland Way (the former Tri-Town Septage Treatment Facility) , and
groundwater discharge of treated effluent at a site to be confirmed. The estimated cost of that
program is $42MM. A DB or P3 to construct and operate the wastewater collection, treatment
and disposal facilities could take several different forms. For example, the Town could select a
DB contractor to design, construct and operate any or all of the collection, central treatment,
effluent disposal, and septage management facilities. Alternatively, the Town could encourage
the development of multiple cluster systems developed by one or more private developers to
provide wastewater service to individual developments.
Because of interest by the Town in P3, AECOM conducted an initial workshop for the Orleans
Board of Selectmen in February 2016 to provide an overview of P3 and also to discuss DesignBuild as a procurement method (refer to Appendix B). The workshop generated substantial
discussion, particularly because of interest on the part of a private developer owning property in
the Downtown area to possibly develop a wastewater treatment and disposal system to serve his
own development, and make excess capacity available to the Town.
The private developer has approximately 15 acres of property in the Downtown area. The
Developer has proposed to construct a wastewater treatment and effluent disposal facility to
serve his own development, and has indicated that some additional capacity may be available for
additional wastewater flow from other Downtown properties. The Developer has indicated that
his development would need approximately 55,000 gpd (ADF) of wastewater treatment and
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disposal capacity. Initial hydrogeological study indicates that his property may have capacity to
accommodate 135,000 gallons of groundwater discharge of treated effluent. The estimated
capacity to serve all properties in the Downtown area is 250,000 mgd including 16,000 gpd of
septage. The additional capacity provided by the private developer to treat other Downtown flow
thus would not be sufficient to handle the anticipated total flow required within the planning
period. The Town would need to provide additional treatment capacity of approximately 195,000
gpd, and disposal capacity of 115,000 gpd to handle flow expected to be generated in the
Downtown over the course of the planning period. Thus the Town plans to continue to explore
opportunities with the private developer, while still investigating options for a P3 to provide
wastewater treatment and effluent disposal facility to serve a portion or all of the Downtown area.
Because there are a number of factors that need to be considered prior to proceeding with a P3,
the Town is proposing to convene a Working group composed of stakeholders from different
facets of the Town government, the business community and downtown residents to participate in
the discussion. The Town plans to hold another workshop with a P3 Working Group in early
summer to further discuss the forms a P3 may take in Orleans, the steps that are needed to
pursue a P3 in Massachusetts, and potential options for the Town. A number of issues will be
discussed with the Working Group including the following:


Confirmation of components included in the P3 proposal-collection, treatment, disposal
and/or septage;



Ownership of the collection and/or treatment/disposal/septage management infrastructure;



Capital financing plan;



New, non-resident revenue generating sources;



Rate-payer base and user rates;



Engagement of all private sector entities;



Establishing a wastewater management district;



Defining compatible and town-acceptable rezoning plan;



D/B, D/B/O or conventional design with contract operations including: procurement plan,
key terms and conditions (T&Cs);



Establishing a “phased” build-out of downtown with respect to D/B/O contract provisions;



Regulatory acceptance;



Monitoring and Regulatory compliance- who is responsible and who pays; and



Operation and maintenance requirements for the Town.

The list of questions and topics to be discussed will be further developed in advance of the
workshop so that the workshop will provide a solid basis for the Town to decide whether there is
sufficient basis to pursue a P3 as a cornerstone of the Water Quality and Wastewater
Management Program.
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Risk Assessment
As noted above, before proceeding with a P3, the Town should fully understand the potential
risks and potential benefits. An initial risk assessment is proposed to be held with the P3 Working
Group as part of the FY 17 work effort, because understanding some of the key risks will help the
Town determine what form of P3 may be most advantageous considering cost, schedule,
performance and other factors. It is expected that an initial risk assessment discussion will be
incorporated into one of the workshops the Town will hold with the P3 working group prior to a
Fall 2016 Town Meeting.
The risk factors fall generally into nine categories, as noted below:


Performance Risk;



Permitting Risk;



Construction Risk;



Operations and Maintenance Risk;



Change in Service Patterns;



Financing Risks; and



Changes in Laws/Regulations.

Identifying the risks and minimizing the unknowns is important as it will help reduce contingencies that
add to costs, and result in greater impact to the rate payers.
5.

DB and/or P3 Can Results in Reduction in Total Program Cost to the Town
Specific details of possible P3 and DB scenarios will be developed in conjunction with the P3 Working
Group. As a representative case to demonstrate the financial benefit of a DB to the Town, a DB
scenario was developed and run in which savings of up to 21 percent of the capital cost of the
collection, treatment, effluent disposal and septage management facilities for the Downtown and up to
an additional 7 percent of operating costs are realized. These percentage reductions are based on the
average cost reductions in over ten different DB/DBO projects that AECOM has direct experience
working on. This savings translates to reduced cost to the Town and greater affordability of the
program to ratepayers.

6.

Next Steps
As noted above the Town plans to convene a P3/DB Working Group to further investigate and discuss
the potential for P3/DB as part of the Water Quality and Wastewater Management program. The
Working Group will consist of representatives from the Planning Board and Finance Committee, Board
of Selectman, DPW, downtown businesses, and downtown residents. The Working Group will be led
by a team of experienced legal, financial and engineering consultants assisting the Town. The goal of
the Working Group will be to recommend whether the Town should continue to consider P3/DB as a
viable alternative for the Town, and if so, what form it should take.
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Appendix A
Massachusetts Alternative Delivery Application per M.G.L. c 149A
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Office of the Inspector General
Design-Build Application to Proceed
Prior to using the design-build delivery method to procure a contract for the
construction, reconstruction, alteration, remodeling, or repair of any public works project
estimated to cost $5 million or more, an awarding authority must obtain a Notice to
Proceed to use the design-build delivery method from the Office of the Inspector
General (OIG).
The OIG has developed this design-build application to be completed on a project
specific basis. The application process will be important to awarding authorities in
assessing the qualifications and commitments that are necessary to ensure construction
of a high-quality, cost-effective public works project.
Under M.G.L. c. 149A, § 4, the OIG will issue a Notice to Proceed when the awarding
authority has demonstrated that:
a. The awarding authority has authorization from its governing body to enter into a
contract for design-build. The authorization shall include the results of any public
vote if applicable.
b. The awarding authority has the capacity, a plan and procedures in place and
approved of by the governing body, where appropriate, to effectively procure and
manage a design-build entity for the specific project.
c. The awarding authority has in place procedures to ensure fairness in
competition, evaluation and reporting of results at every stage in the procurement
process.
d. The public works project has an estimated construction value of $5,000,000 or
more.
e. The awarding authority has determined that the use of design-build is appropriate
for the public works project and states in writing the reasons for the
determination.
The OIG will review an awarding authority’s complete application and within 60 days
from the date a completed application is received will determine whether the awarding
authority meets the requirements necessary to obtain a Notice to Proceed.
Pursuant to M.G.L. c. 149A, § 16(b), if the OIG declines to issue a Notice to Proceed to
an awarding authority, the Inspector General shall provide in writing to the awarding
authority the reason(s) for the decision. An awarding authority not receiving a Notice to
Proceed may resubmit its application upon correcting or responding to the reason(s) for
denial provided to the awarding authority by the OIG. The OIG shall make a timely
1

review of the resubmitted application and, if the awarding authority meets the
requirements, the Inspector General will issue a Notice to Proceed.
The Inspector General shall decline to issue a Notice to Proceed to an awarding
authority that has failed to provide complete and accurate answers to all questions in
the application and all other information and documentation required by the OIG.
Providing false, misleading, or incomplete information will be considered grounds for
denial.
Applications must be submitted to: Office of the Inspector General, Room 1311, One
Ashburton Place, Boston, MA 02108.
If you have any questions regarding the application process or would like to receive an
electronic file version of the application, contact Mary Kolesar, Senior Policy Analyst,
Policy and Government Division, at 617-722-8809 or by e-mail at
Mary.Kolesar@massmail.state.ma.us.

Schedule
Event
Day 1

Awarding Authority Submits Application to
Proceed (by mail) to:

Task
Date stamp application.

Office of the Inspector General
One Ashburton Place, Room 1311
Boston, MA 02108
Day 1 – 15

1. OIG reviews application in a timely
manner.
2. OIG contacts applicant acknowledging
receipt of the application.

Review application.

Day 1-60

1. OIG determines whether additional
information is necessary and if so,
requests awarding authority to send
information.
2. OIG reviews application to determine
whether awarding authority meets
requirements and will be issued a Notice
to Proceed.
3. OIG sends Notice to Proceed or Denial of
Notice to Proceed.

•
•
•
•

Verify information.
Request more
information, if
necessary.
Analyze credentials
based on evaluation
criteria.
Complete review and
issue determination.

Application
Please submit one original with signature pages and one copy of the following
information. Use additional sheets where necessary. To assist the evaluation process,
please submit information and documents in accordance with the item numbers on this
application form.
Part A: General Information
1.

Awarding Authority ______________________________________________

2.

Awarding Authority Person in Charge of Project________________________
a.

Awarding Authority Address____________________________________

b.

Phone number of Awarding Authority Person in Charge of Project______

c.

Fax number of Awarding Authority Person in Charge of Project _______

3. E-mail address of Awarding Authority Person in Charge of Project___________
4. Narrative description and brief history of the project:
___________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
5. Project schedule elements, including but not limited to:
a.

Letters of interest solicitation date;

b.

Selection date of the design professional to provide technical
advice and professional expertise to the awarding authority, if not
an employee of the awarding authority;

c.

Request for qualifications (RFQ) and draft RFP(if any) distribution
date;

d.

Request for proposals (RFP) issue date;

e.

Design-build entity1 selection date;

f.

Design-build entity contract date;

g.

Project completion date.

6. Submit an estimated total project budget, including but not limited to line
items for the following items:
a.

Design professional contract amount (if not an employee of the
awarding authority:

b.

Stipend, if any;

c.

Design-build entity contract amount;

"Design-build entity'', is an individual, sole proprietorship, firm, partnership, joint venture,
corporation, or other entity that provides design-build services. [M.G.L. c. 149A, §15]
1
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d.

Other costs

e.

Identify the source of the estimated public works project budget and
estimated construction costs.

7. Submit the attached form (see last page) regarding the authorization from the
awarding authority’s governing body that the awarding authority may enter
into a contract for design-build, including the date of authorization. Submit
copies of any public vote if applicable.
8. Submit the name(s) and title(s) of the individuals authorized to sign the
design-build entity contract on behalf of the awarding authority.
9. Submit written evidence of the approval of the governing body of the project
plan and procedures, if applicable.
10. Submit the written determination by the awarding authority that the use of
design-build is appropriate for the public works project and the reasons for the
determination.
Part B. Awarding Authority Capacity Information
11. Provide an organizational chart of the project organization showing the roles
and responsibilities of each individual or entity participating on the project,
including contractors.
12. Provide the name, affiliation, and contact information for all known key
members of the project team. List all relevant qualifications and experience,
including any public project experience and any design-build experience
(public or private) on project(s) of similar size and complexity or on any other
projects, for:
a.

the individual/s within the awarding authority that will make project
decisions for the awarding authority and that will supervise the
design professional and the design-build entity,

b.

the design professional, if known, and

c.

any other members of the project team or special consultants to be
used to support the project (e.g., counsel, accountant, financial
advisor), if any.

13. Submit a copy of the proposed scope of services for the design professional
contract or, if the design professional is an employee, submit the individual’s
title, job description, and scope of work related to the design-build project.
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The OIG reviews the awarding authority’s plan and procedures2 for procuring and
managing the design-build services to ascertain whether the awarding authority has
in place procedures, in accordance with M.G.L. c. 149A, to ensure fairness in
competition, evaluation and reporting of results at every stage in the procurement
process. Therefore, provide information regarding each of the following components
of a design-build:
14a.

The awarding authority’s plan and procedures for acquiring appropriate
expertise to assist where the team may not have the necessary
experience to meet anticipated challenges.

14b.

The awarding authority’s plan and procedures for conducting phase one of
the two-phase selection process, and the methods that will be used to
ensure fairness in competition, evaluation, and reporting of results at
every stage in the procurement. Please specify whether the awarding
authority plans on issuing a draft RFP at the same time it issues the RFQ.
Please specify how many design-build firms the awarding authority plans
on selecting to receive an RFP in phase two.

14c.

The awarding authority’s plan and procedures for conducting phase two of
the two-phase selection process. Please specify whether the awarding
authority plans on using a best value process with separate technical and
price proposals or a low bid process and the methods that will be used to
ensure fairness in competition, evaluation, and reporting of results at
every stage in the procurement.
Please specify whether the awarding
authority plans on reviewing conceptual technical submittals before full
proposal submittal. Please specify whether the awarding authority plans
on providing for a stipend.

14d.

The awarding authority’s plan and procedures relative to administering
and coordinating the project and maintaining project communications.

14e.

The awarding authority’s plan and procedures relative to monitoring and
auditing all project costs.

14f.

The awarding authority’s plan and procedures relative to controlling risks,
including but not limited to design risks and construction warranties and
guarantees.

Please do not submit requests for qualifications (RFQs), requests for proposals (RFPs),
draft contracts, or other such documents related to the design-build delivery method
procurement.

2

The plan and procedures must be approved by the governing body, where appropriate.
[M.G.L. c. 149A, §16(a)(2)]
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Office of the Inspector General
Design-build Application to Proceed

Evaluation Process
Office of the Inspector General’s Evaluation Process
The OIG will review the information submitted by the awarding authority and assess
whether the plan and procedures provide an adequate framework for procuring and
managing a design-build delivery method project. The following criteria will be used in
making a determination whether to issue a Notice to Proceed.
Is the estimated construction cost $5 million or more?
Did the awarding authority receive approval from the appropriate governing body? 3
Did the awarding authority’s governing body approve the plan and procedures?
Are the awarding authority’s goals and objectives for using the design-build method
reasonable and designed to maximize competition?
Has the awarding authority established a plan for developing an effective project
organization, including identifying a point of contact, establishing decision-making rules,
and addressing other components of managing a design-build project?
Do any project team members have relevant design-build experience for the size
and scope of the project?
Does the plan and do the procedures and the proposed scope of services for the
design professional contract, or if an employee, the job description, demonstrate an
appropriate assessment of the awarding authority’s tasks and responsibilities
associated with a design-build contract, including all aspects of coordination and
administration of the design-build delivery method?
Has the awarding authority established a plan for acquiring appropriate expertise to
assist where the team may not have the necessary experience to meet anticipated
challenges?
Does the plan and do the procedures provide an adequate framework for conducting
the two-phase selection process for a design-build entity? Does the plan and do the
procedures specify whether the awarding authority will be using a best value process
with separate technical and price proposals or a low bid process and do they clearly
delineate the methods that will be used to ensure fairness in competition, evaluation,
and reporting of results at every stage in the procurement? Do the phase one
components comply with statutory requirements? Do the phase two components
comply with statutory requirements?

The “appropriate governing body” varies, depending on an awarding authority’s charter and
other factors.
3
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Office of the Inspector General
Design-build Application to Proceed

Does the plan and do the procedures provide an adequate framework for
administering and coordinating the project and maintaining project communications?
Does the plan and do the procedures provide an adequate framework for auditing
and monitoring all project costs?
Does the plan and do the procedures demonstrate an appropriate assessment of the
design-build delivery method risks and include appropriate safeguards?
Is the schedule realistic?
Although the OIG will rely primarily on the information presented in the application to
make its determination, the OIG reserves the right to obtain additional information and
to verify information.

Certification
The undersigned hereby certifies under the pains and penalties of perjury that all
answers and all information contained in this application is, to the best of my
knowledge, true and correct.

_____________________________
Signature

_______________________________
Date

_____________________________
Title

_______________________________
Awarding Authority
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Office of the Inspector General
Design-build Application to Proceed
If the OIG’s review results in a determination that an awarding authority appears to lack
sufficient capacity to effectively procure and manage a design-build project, the OIG will
provide in writing to the awarding authority the reason(s) for the determination. An
awarding authority may resubmit a detailed application, correcting or responding to the
reason(s) identified by the OIG. The OIG shall review the resubmitted application.
If the OIG review results in a determination that an awarding authority has
demonstrated sufficient capacity to effectively procure and manage a design-build
public works project, the OIG shall issue a Notice to Proceed.
The OIG shall decline to issue a Notice to Proceed to an awarding authority that has
failed to provide complete and accurate answers to all questions in the application and
all other information and documentation required by the OIG. Providing false,
misleading, or incomplete information will be considered grounds for denial.
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CERTIFICATION OF AUTHORITY TO USE THE DESIGN-BUILD
DELIVERY METHOD

I, _________________________, [legal counsel for the governing body as identified
below] do hereby certify to the Office of the Inspector General of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, in accordance with M.G.L. c. 149A, §16(a)(1), regarding using Designbuild services for the following project _______________________________________
(“Project”), as follows:
(1) That ___________________________ [name of political
subdivision] is an awarding authority as defined in M.G.L. c. 149,
§15, is duly organized and existing under the laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and has received the necessary
authority and power from _____________________[its city council,
town meeting or other governing body] to enter into a contract for
Design-build and to perform all its obligations in connection with the
Project.

(2) That the public vote of the governing body, attached hereto (if
applicable) was duly adopted and is currently in effect.

_____________________________
Signature

_____________________________

[SEAL]

Title

_____________________________
Date
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Town of Orleans, MA
Water Quality and Wastewater Planning

Technical Memorandum

Appendix B
Board of Selectmen Workshop P3 and Design-Build Presentation February 2016

AECOM Technical Services, Inc.
Pocasset, MA

Town of Orleans, MA
Design-Build Project Delivery
February 2016

Topics of Discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is Design-Build?
Design-Build Advantages and Disadvantages
Design-Build Operate
P3 & Public-Private Partnerships

1

What is Design-Build?
Design-Build is a method of project delivery in which one entity
(design-builder) forges a single contract with the Owner to provide
for architectural engineering design services and construction
services

…this is complete “integration of
design/engineering/construction”
and NOT simply “assigning tasks”!

Design-Build is becoming increasingly popular among
Owners and Operators of water and wastewater
systems.
So….what distinguishes Design-Build from
other delivery methods?
–
–
–
–
–

Single-Point Accountability
Value-Based Selection
Time and Cost Savings
Early Knowledge of Total Costs
Established Relationships w/Contractors
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AECOM has done 75% of the Municipal Design-Build Projects in New England
AECOM Water Projects =

Other =
Ft. Devens, MA
Design-Builder: AECOM Water

Gardner, MA
Design-Builder: AECOM Water

Lawrence, MA
Design-Builder: CDM

Lynn, MA
Design-Builder: AECOM Water

Holyoke, MA
Design-Builder: AECOM Water

Provincetown, MA
Design-Builder: AECOM Water
Springfield, MA
Design-Builder: RH White

Smithfield, RI, MA
Design-Builder: Veolia

Rockville, CT (CWC)
Design-Builder: AECOM Water

Woonsocket, RI
Design-Builder: Veolia

Plymouth, MA
Design-Builder: Veolia
Taunton, MA
Design-Builder: AECOM Water

Pawtucket, RI
Design-Builder: AECOM Water
Cranston, RI
Design-Builder: AECOM Water

East Providence, RI
Design-Builder: AECOM Water

Newport, RI (2 projects)
Design-Builder: AECOM Water

Traditional Project Delivery Method:
Design-Bid-Build (DBB)
Two Contracts (min)

Owner

Architect/Engineer
Design & Services During
Construction

General Contractor

Trade Subcontractors

Suppliers
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Alternative Project Delivery:
Fixed Price Design-Build (DB)
One Contract

Owner

Technical & Legal
Advisor

10-30% Design

Design Builder

Trade Subcontractors

Suppliers

Professional
Subcontractors

Design Build Operate:

One Contract

Owner

Technical & Legal
Advisor

D/B/O Contractor

Design & Permitting

Construction

Long term Operations
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General Timeline Considerations
– Special legislation required (3-6 months
typical)
– Owner’s Agent
– Procurement development (3-6 months)
– Procurement will identify
Prescriptive/Performance-based
– Typically retain Engineering and Legal
Services
– DB procurement period (4-6 months)

Orleans

Advantages of Design-Build
– Single Point Accountability
– Collaboration: Open sharing of info and data
– Have Builder/Vendors Involved in Design
Process
– Speed of Delivery

– Early Price Certainty
– Fewer Change Orders and Claims
– Lower Costs (Lower capital/financing)
– No “Forced” Relationships

– Shifting of Risk to DB Contractor
– Ability to Fast Track

Advantages of Design-Bid-Build
– Familiarity with method
– Lower procurement cost
– Owner has control of
design/construction
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Establishment of Cost Certainty
Design-Bid-Build
Schematic Dwgs

QBS

Prelim Dwgs

Const. Dwgs

BID

Architect/Engineer

Construct

$
PH-1

QBS

Progressive DB
PH-2

GMP

Design Builder

$
Fixed Price Design-Build

Shortlist

QBS

Design Builder

$

Traditional Risk Using Design Bid Build
Risk

Town

Construction Costs Exceed Budget

√

Subsurface conditions

√

Subsurface Conditions identified during due diligence (ex.
Ledge, hazardous materials)

√

Permitting Risk (delay, non-issuance, new terms)

√

Schedule Risk (fines for not meeting consent order dates)

√

Design Risk (Facility will work)

√

Disputes Among Designer, Builder, Operator

√

Electricity Rates

√

Regulatory Compliance (fines for violation)

√

Capital Risk – risk of deferred maintenance

√

Change in Law

√

Inflation (Service Fee escalates based on CPI and ECI)

√

Uncontrollable circumstances

√

DB/O
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Shifting of Risk with DB or DBO Contractor
Risk

Town

Construction Costs Exceed Budget

√

Subsurface conditions (after vendor completes due diligence)
Subsurface Conditions identified during due diligence (ex.
Ledge, hazardous materials)

DB/O
√

√

Permitting Risk (delay, non-issuance, new terms)

√

Schedule Risk (fines for not meeting consent order dates)

√

Design Risk (Facility will work)

√

Disputes Among Designer, Builder, Operator

√

Electricity Rates (maximum usage guaranteed)

√

Regulatory Compliance (fines for violation)

√

Capital Risk (no deferred maintenance)

√

Change in Law

√

Inflation (Service Fee escalates based on CPI and ECI)

√

Uncontrollable circumstances

√

Design-Build-Operate Procurement Benefits
• Competition on “O” and not just “D” &“B”
• One company provides for aggregation of services under one full
service contract
• Cost savings. SRF funding still used for DB phase financing
• 10-20 yr contract term for operations & management plus renewal
at Town option
• Optimized balance between capital and operating costs
• Rate stabilization – fixed and predictable short and long term costs
• Town maintains ownership and sets rates
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Innovation Leads to Potential Design-Build Cost
Savings
Design-Build Project

Owner's Budget

DB Proposal Cost

Hialeah, FL

$62.00

$55.00

11.3%

Brownsville, TX

$28.70

$22.71

20.9%

Newport, RI

$76.00

$63.00

17.1%

Carroll County, MD

$30.00

$26.30

12.3%

Cranston, RI

$29.60

$15.70

47.0%

Fort Devens, MA

$13.00

$10.00

23.1%

Lynn, MA

$20.00

$14.20

29.0%

Provincetown, MA

$16.00

$14.70

8.1%

Pawtucket, RI

$55.00

$45.00

18.2%

Holyoke, MA

$20.70

$17.70

14.5%

E. Providence, RI

$65.86

$52.20

20.7%

Woonsocket, RI

$54.00

$33.96

37.1%

Davis, CA

$76.00

$65.28

14.1%

Average Savings from AECOM Design-Build Projects

% Savings

21%

Design Build Operate

Introduction

D

• Design

B

• Build

F

• Finance

O

• Operate

M

• Maintain
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P3 Foundations

Risk Transfer
• Public  Private
• Short Term  DB
• Long Term  FOM

Retained
Ownership
• Public sector retains
ownership

Performance
Based

Public/Private
Equity

• Private sector’s
performance constantly
measured

• P3s may include one
or both

Key Participants

Town of
Orleans or
District
• Decision
Making

Financial
Advisor
• Financial
Models
• Payment
Structures

Legal
Advisor
• Project
Agreement

Technical
Advisor
• Performance
Specifications
• Parameters
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P3 Feasibility
• Risk Assessment and Value for Money
• Industry Outreach
– Objective: input from and interest of potential participants on the project.
– Targets may include designers, contractors, operators, maintainers, lenders
and financial investors.
– Mechanism: Request for Letters of Interest (RFLOI).

• Definition of Scope and Bid Packages
– Overall scope of work (SOW) and potential packages are defined based on
Town needs and industry input.

• Procurement Options Recommendation
– Based on risk, VfM, industry outreach and SOW.
– Recommendation for Procurement Option that WORKS.
– May include Traditional DBB, DB or P3.

Risk Allocation and Value for Money

Risk Assessment Process
IDENTIFY

DEFINE

MITIGATE

ALLOCATE
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Risk Allocation and Value for Money
Retained Risks

Value for
Money

Risk Premium

Capital Cost

Ancillary Cost
Financing Cost
Base Cost
Key:
VfM covers
Lifecycle Costs:
• Design
• Construction

Design/Bid/Build
P3
Procurement Structure

• Operations
• Maintenance

Typical P3 Contract Structure
Revenue Concession

Availability Payment

Revenue risk shifted
to private sector

Revenue risk stays
with public sector

Requires demonstrable
revenue stream

No need for
revenue stream

Failure to achieve projected
revenue may cause private
sector’s bankruptcy

Failure by public sector to
appropriate availability payment
may cause breach of contract

Performance measured through
operations and maintenance
standards

Performance measured through
performance and availability standards

Failure to perform triggers default

Failure to perform triggers deductions
from availability payment and may
lead to default of agreement

Industry-wide shift to availability payments
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Measuring and Ensuring Long-Term
Performance
• Availability Payment Structure
– Availability Based Parameters
• Based on the availability of the services provided without interruption.
• Downtime is allowed:
– Depending on redundancy and/or during non-peak hours
– For Routine Maintenance
• Persistent breach leads to default.

Measuring and Ensuring Long-Term
Performance
• Availability Payment Structure
– Performance Based Parameters
• Based on the performance and condition of the facility and systems.
• Performance failure considered less serious than availability failure as it is
based on individual system performance rather than whole facility
availability.
• Performance deductions lower than availability deductions, but still
aggressive enough to incentivize proactive and routine maintenance.
• Persistent breach leads to default.
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Advantages and Disadvantages
• P3 as a DB/O
– Advantages
• Encourages competitiveness among bidders
• Allows for Town control over tariffs and process
• Allows for added value through efficiencies and
innovations
• Risk Transfer
– Disadvantages
• Longer procurement process
• Higher up-front cost for Town (legal & financial)
• Without a financing component, more difficult to
incentivize operator to perform well

Summary of Benefits
Issue

Design-Bid-Build

CM-at-Risk

Design-Build and
DBO

Fast-Track
Procurement and
Schedule

No

Single Point of
Responsibility

No, owner must mediate between engineer
and builder and cover the cost of resulting
change orders

Yes, resulting in
minimal change orders

Potential for
innovative ideas and
resulting cost
savings

Locked into original engineers ideas. Actual
costs are not known until late in the process

Ideas and costs are
established
competitively and early

Yes - Limited

Yes, potential 6-12
month overall savings
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Preliminary Options

Option #
Plan
1
Public (Municipal)

2

Private

3

Public - Private

Wastewater Plant
Location
Overland Road

WWTP Owner
Town

Collection
System Owner
Town

Disposal
Location
Parcel 1/1A

Disposal
System
Owner
Town

Private Entity

Old Colony Road

Private

Town

Maketplace

Private

PPP

Overland Road

Town

Town

Maketplace
Parcel 1/1A

Description
Conventional Publc

Public &
Private

Source of Capital
Treatment/Disposal
State SRF
Grants to reduce loan
Debt foregiveness
Collection
State SRF
Grants to reduce loan
Debt foregiveness
Treatment/Disposal
Private capital
Collection
Municipal SRF
Grants to reduce loan
Debt foregiveness

Treatment/Disposal
State SRF
Grants to reduce loan
Debt foregiveness
Private capital - Flow based
Collection
Municipal SRF
Grants to reduce loan
Debt foregiveness

Revenue Sources for Remaining
Debt
Treatment/Disposal
Special assessments
Connection fees
Taxes
Collection
Special assessments
Connection fees
Taxes
Treatment/Disposal
Private revenue
Capital recovery Fees to Town
Collection
Special assessments
Connection fees
Taxes

Treatment/Disposal
Special assessments
Connection fees
Taxes
Collection
Special assessments
Connection fees

Questions?
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